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About This Game

First of all, please take off your clothes and get naked before you start playing.
This is a VR to experience of a Japanese style outdoor bath, "Onsen".

Take a bath in the Onsen relax your tiredness.

By the way, this Onsen is looking for a strong employee.
The work content is an easy job to eliminate the mob that attacks and to protect the safety of Onsen.

Money earned here can be used for strengthening player and weapons, unlocking new weapons and mixed bathing.

Never play with clothes on.

*Features include
You can choose two modes "bathing" and "Work at the Onsen".

-Bathing
It is a simple mode in which bathing Onsen freely as a bathing guest, and relax yourself.

-Work at the Onsen
It is in action game mode fighting enemies invading Onsen.

Four types of missions (Intercept, Defense, Rescue, Special) occur in this mode.
The money got in this mode can be used for purchasing weapons, upgrade weapons, upgrade player, unlock player actions and
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unlock Onsen settings.
Include 14 kinds of weapons and 41 kinds of unlockable elements.
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Title: OnsenVR
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
qUATERNIon
Publisher:
qUATERNIon
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Japanese
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Great puzzle game!
If you love Portal and Portal 2, you will love this game aswell!
Gateways is a lot harder then Portal or Portal 2!

It's a lot of fun
9\/10. Nice loco, nice to drive, beautiful to look at.. a steam version of an 03 diesel.. happy owner
With a few exceptions, I wish I could give this a middle ground review

*ALL* Sounds are from the jinty - every single one.. my heart sank when I heard the boiling sound and then the whistle

https:\/\/youtu.be\/l-Tj2I6U9cs

I get that both these engines are fowler type 0-6-0 steamers and the dock tank is probably a mini jinty in real life
but a few different sounds wouldnt hurt at all, im going to have to edit the sounds myself.. maybe introduce some pitch
differences between the two

specs wise it is a different engine, cab is different too.. its definately not a copy over
I love it.. im happy I got it, but I do wish I got this rather than the jinty because I wouldnt have known any different and loved it
all the same

Not the best result for 13 USD On special and 20 dollars full price
lost a little respect for meshtools here..
Sadly steam sounds surpreme doesnt have a 2F sound pack,

as far as im aware theres none left in the wild so that'd be difficult

I'm giving it a down thumb.. I love it.. others will love it just as much im sure
but not if you have the jinty already.. shes a fairly popular engine so... its possible and id like to warn against it

I stress though I like this engine. Unheard has a pretty unique concept, but it lacks a lot of substance. You have five missions
(Four excluding the tutorial) which have you do the same thing, stand and listen to people, while answering different questions.
It wouldn't be much of a problem if the game had a lose condition, or some sort of consequence. The only consequence is that
the level starts over again, with all of your notes and guesses still intact, and you can seek back to whatever you needed to listen
to. Unheard would have been a lot more suspenseful and tedious if you were able to lose somehow. You can basically brute
force the answers on every level and only miss out on achievements for perfecting the levels themselves. It would be more
interesting if your answers had any sort of impact on the game itself, like falsely accusing someone of murder, but even then
that's wasn't in the developer's scope.
$6 for roughly three hours of gameplay is an okay deal, but once you beat the game you don't have much else to do past that
point, besides the perfection achievements which I didn't bother with. You can't pick any other answer than the right one, nor
can you follow a different story path. I'd only recommend this game if you wanted a short and sweet mystery. If you're deaf or
hard of hearing there's no subtitles, which is understandable for a game that revolves around listening to people... but nothing is
actually lost if you read a transcript of a level's dialogue.. A buggy game. Some given puzzles happen to be unsolvable (odd
permutations, see Loyd's puzzles), while for the rest of the puzzles, the game may even fail to check if the board has been
solved. Also, there seems to be no cursor or keyboard control, so clicking only.

Overall: 2\/10. This game is really brilliant in its approach to commenting on high stakes testing in schools. Sadly, the fun and
even some of the message are lost in an overly-complex game design that requires constant micro-managing of teachers and
even individual students; for this reason, I didn't even play beyond the first couple of schools because each one became bigger,
and the prospect of constantly pausing to zoom in and use an action on a specific student was too daunting to keep playing. Of
course, even that's part of the message; it's hard to design curriculum around individual students, why not just turn them into
pineapples?!. Some people like simple, dumb, fun. AND HOLY \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THE ONE WAY YOU CAN GET
SIMPLER AND DUMBER THAN THIS GAME IS TO MAKE IT A MOVIE AND CALL IT SNAKES ON A PLANE. It's
hard to tell about the game without spoil because the immersive atmosphere are all about the game itself. Just try it! I
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recommend a great sound system, sit down, relax and enjoy the view!. I voted for it in MakeWarNotLove. Hazen: The Dark
Whispers is problematic in one specific way. The problem is not with this game but with games themselves, or at least with the
RPG genre. Playing Hazen, I couldn\u2019t shake the nagging question: Where is \u201cup\u201d from here?
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Amazing dlc for an amazing game. It adds Albania, Czechoslovakia and Hungary-each of those countries has a specific
economical and political situation aswell as unique events. If you liked the basic game grab this dlc for sure. But beware-
defending socialist system in all of added countries is a very challenging task, so good luck comrade!
. A short, pick your own adventure style game. Lots of choices and endings. It's interesting, but nothing revolutionary. It'll keep
you entretained for a while.. This is how you make a proper city building game. 9\/10. i like this game a lot. its great very fast.
I'm afraid I can't give this a rave review. The quality of the textures is comparable to an aircraft from IL2 1946 released 10
years ago. Still, the flights can be fun and challenging and at this reduced sale price it is worth adding to the hangar.. Totally
playable and totally unplayable at the same time!
Almost too indie for its own good, 1\/2 arcade game 1\/2 arthouse.
This game is a paradox and I'm glad it exists.
I salute the creativity!
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